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Welcome to our Danish Design community brand CaDot Design. 

CaDot Design ties Leeke companies together into a joint force which makes us capable of creating, producing, and 
delivering Danish Design Furniture to the B2B world.

While being citizens of the world, company founders Dorte and Kevin are still very much in love with their own 
communities in East and West. Strong bond with designers and personal values is something that keeps this joint 

together. Dorte and Kevin are not only the founders of this community and jointly the center of this design melting pot, 
but also friends and the dedicated professional dynamos who make it all happen from first doodle to finished furniture. 

CaDot Design produces pure original danish design and our collection is now showing designs within affordable, luxury 
and contract market furniture. CaDot Design has a goal to expand each segment in the future. The coming season will 

show development and new designers in the community. But also expansion of the most popular furniture, such as  
Woodpecker, Luna and the Teddy couple. 

As new designers, please welcome CPH Designers (Michael & Stine) and StudioFEM (Anders and Sarah)

If you miss some of the beauties from our first catalogue, do not despair, most of it is still available for mass production. 
You can find the previous catalogue in our homepage www.cadotdesign.com 

or make a request on info@leekehome.com

CEO Dorte Damgaard GM Kevin Wang

PROLOGUE
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The way we work with design and how we fullfill our own passions, is equally 
reflecting in our brand, CaDot Design. Here all creativity has been combined into the 
appreciation to the great tradition of Danish design which is deeply placed in our roots 
and partners heart.

Our two partner companies in China and in Denmark carry the same name that also 
describes our aims for the business processes: “LEEKE” [Li’ke], means promptly in 
Chinese. We are set out to be a dynamic duo, that solve tasks with professional respect 
towards all parties in our business - designers, customers and manufactures.

CADOT DESIGN & LEEKE
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CADOT DESIGN COMMUNITY
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CPH Designers
(Stine Prang)

I am fundamentally inspired by 
the Danish and Nordic furniture 
tradition, characterized by high 
craftsmanship and light and 
airy style. Here the tradition is 
both honest and has clean lines 
and the interaction of detail is 
crucial to me. The users and their 
needs are always in focus when 
I design a new piece of furniture 
- it is important for me to design 
interesting, well-proportioned 
furniture that makes sense for 
other people

Products:

Pippi range, Overlap, Spikey chair

Steffensen & Würtz 
(Pia Würtz Mogensen & Thomas 
Steffensen)

As a design studio, we work with 
the philosophy that design must 
support a joyful everyday life 
through a modern, but simple 
and functional design.

We are always looking for the 
“moment”. The moment when 
the design gives us a feeling 
of a sudden calm, but still a 
surprising and rewarding joy

Products:

Luna range, Teddy range

Studio FEM
(Anders Engholm & Sarah Cramer)

We are two very different 
individuals with different 
personalities and backgrounds. 
We believe the interaction 
between the differences and our 
various competences is what 
makes Studio FEM unique and 
gives us the opportunity to bring 
something new to the design 
scene.

We want our designs to evoke 
emotions and be felt as well as 
seen. A balancing act between 
aesthetics and functionality is 
the core to our design.

Products:

November coat hanger, 
Every chair

CPH Designers 

 I strive for my designs to be 
light and “floating” and with 
simplicity and honesty towards 
the materials. Wood is my most 
commonly used material

Products:

Pippi range, Overlap, Spikey chair

2Dot
2Dot is registered trademark by 
CaDot Design. For presenting 
our own designs, and for the 
designers who prefer to be 
combined with our trademark 
instead of their own studios.

Products:

Queen B dining chair



CADOT DESIGN COMMUNITY
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Lampemager 
(Klaus Lund) 
I find my inspiration in 
everything from comic books, 
science fiction movies to shapes I 
pick up in the nature. 

If I come across an interesting 
shape, I will often start playing 
with the contours, and the 
expression, and in my mind 
try to solve the challenge of 
transforming it into a cool lamp.

Products:

Mushroom range, Rail 110

Monewment Design 
Studio 
(Mette Capersen & Oliver 
Ejlersen)

At Monewment we believe in 
using our curiosity to dream 
big, to view the world in a full 
360-degree aspect and reach 
new and exciting spaces. It is a 
necessity to explore, thrive and 
sometimes even inhabit no 
man’s land before journeying 
out and reaching the final 
solution. We thrive in creative 
dialogue and use the benefits 
of being a team of two to create 
innovative solutions - this allows 
us to uncover the unspoken 
details and possibilities in an ever 
expanding “outer ring”.

Products:

Moto range

Jacob Amtorp
Woodpecker is the creation of Jacob 
Amtorp. It had a difficult birth, being 
for a long time, evaluated here 
and there with highly esteemed 
Design houses, but always ended 
up as rejected due to difficulties for 
the production or even being too 
avantgarde. 

Together with the two Leeke 
directors, Woodpecker dining chair 
underwent some adjustments, 
which shaped the currently 
bestselling product at CaDot® 
Design collection and becoming 
a large range with Dining table, 
Console table/desk, Stool, Barstools 
and we are not ready to stop yet.

In 2021 Jacob Amtorp and 
Woodpecker was admitted to 
NIL, the Norwegian yearbook for 
Designers and Interior Architects.

Products:

Woodpecker range

Made by Bent 
(Lasse Sundgaard)

In 2015 he designed a pre model 
of the bike hanger ‘GREN’ as a 
birthday present. After playing 
with styles and forms, he realized 
that there was nothing similar 
on the market and Made by Bent 
was born! 

Made by Bent is not just a brand, 
Bent is Lasses second name 
and it also represents what he 
strive for in design Simplicity, 
functionality and quality. 
Simplicity, functionality and 
quality are the key words for this 
company driven by the ideas 
of the Danish designer Lasse 
Sundgaard.

Products:

Blad vases

NODE Studio 
(Bertil Stam)

Making a new chair is always a 
process of ideas and evaluations, 
I trieve to bring nice details and 
great commerciality into all my 
designs, still keeping focus on 
the costing to make it affordable.

My desire is to bring harmony 
and honesty between details-
materials-comfort-costing, 
and to see when my designs 
becomes the center of 
someone’s home.

I love what I do, and in my design 
I hope that you can see the 
love and passion I have for my 
profession.

Products:

Ney Noir cabinet, 
Madame & Monsieur chair



CADOT DESIGN COMMUNITY
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Anders Zeeb
My design is based on the 
Greenlandic Inuit culture and 
not least the Greenlandic nature. 
Two of my designs is the ULU 
lounge and dining chair inspired 
by Inuit`s oldest tool ULU, which 
has been used since 2500 BC. 
I have transformed it into a 
designer furniture.

Products:

Rylle chair, Apu chair, Naya chair

Nicoline C. Vestergaard
For me, design is about having 
the desire to change something 
for the better and affect people 
positively in their daily life.

Curiosity and thinking in new 
ways is part of me, and I believe 
these to be key traits behind a 
good furniture designer. I think 
it’s funny to see things from 
different angles, in order to 
create something new.

Products:

Ego mirror

Matilde Enemark
The name EGO means “I” in latin. 
Ego has often been looked at in 
a negative way, and so has the 
ability of loving yourself. 

Often we are in doubt of 
ourselves and has a habit of 
talking badly to ourselves. We 
want to turn the page - literally 
and figuratively. 

Our design is a space where it is 
okay to love yourself and throw 
all your negative thoughts away. 

Products:

Ego mirror

Ulrik Bebe
Professionalism and a great 
passion for the beauty in wood 
has followed Ulrik Bebe in his 
work both as a cabinet maker 
and furniture designer. On a 
daily basis he is the head of the 
wood workshop at Danish Art 
Workshops.

Products:

Ubebe lounge chair
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QUEEN B
dining chair by 2DOT

Queen B combines the very simple with the very 
sophisticated. Even stripped from everything unnecessary, 
it still carries the royal elegance. Use it in the office as a 
conference chair, or in the dining room. Combinations 
possible with stained or natural Oak or the upholstered 
version with the thick and high quality OTE MEG Velvet. 
Possible to stack.

Designer:
2DOT

Dimensions:
81.5 x 52 x 55 cm

Item number:
19001 - 19004

Upholstered back and seat
Seat & back:
MEG velvet fabric 
Construction:
Metal tube with black powder coating
Colour:
Grey, red, blue
Item number:
19001

Veneered back and seat oak natural
Seat & back:
Bentwood with oak veneer/natural
Construction:
Metal tube with black powder coating
Colour:
Natural
Item number:
19003

Upholstered seat veneered black stained oak back
Seat:
MEG velvet fabric
Back:
Bentwood with oak veneer/matt black
Construction:
Metal tube with black powder coating
Colour:
Black
Item number:
19002

Veneered back and seat oak natural
Seat & back:
Bentwood with oak veneer/matt black
Construction:
Metal tube with black powder coating
Colour:
Black
Item number:
19004

next
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UBEBE
lounge chair by Ulrik Bebe

You may be looking at the next Danish classic lounge 
chair. Made from solid oak from one end to the other, this 
wonderful piece of furniture has so much simplicity, such 
pure lines that it fills the heart with ease every time you look 
at it. 

Sometimes the most complicated looks the simplest, and 
believe us, when we say that every detail has been well 
looked into to make the perfection. Leather cushion is 
an additional item that increases the comfort. We aim at 
designing a stool for Ubebe and considers also other wood 
species for future production.

Designer:
Ulrik Bebe

Dimensions:
72 x 60 x 72 cm

Item number:

19010

 Frame:  white oak

19087

 Frame:  ash

19078

 Frame:  walnut

19090 (extra item)

 Leather cushion 

previous next
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LUNA
lounge chair by Steffensen & Würtz

Luna gives you the strict and proud solitude look that frames 
the room with the tranquility and simplicity. Margrethe Wool 
from Nevotex completes the picture of a very elegant and 
durable chair for the quiet corner of the home or keep it like 
the one chair you allow to have in the room

Designer:
Pia Würtz Mogensen & Thomas Steffensen

Dimensions:
69 x 67 x 55 cm

Item number:
19027 

Seat & back:
Margrethe wool from Nevotex

Construction:
metal frame

Colours:
aubergine red

green

ocean blue

stone grey

previous next
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LUNA
barstool by Steffensen & Würtz

Luna gives you the strict and proud solitude look that frames 
the room with the tranquility and simplicity. Margrethe Wool 
from Nevotex completes the picture of a very elegant and 
durable chair for the quiet corner of the home or keep it like 
the one chair you allow to have in the room

Designer:
Pia Würtz Mogensen & Thomas Steffensen

Dimensions:
95 x 54 x 46 cm

Item number:
20007 & 20035 (without armrest)

Seat & back:
Margrethe wool from Nevotex

Construction:
metal frame

Colours:
aubergine red

green

ocean blue

stone grey

previous next
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LUNA
dining chair by Steffensen & Würtz

Luna gives you the strict and proud solitude look that frames 
the room with the tranquility and simplicity. Margrethe Wool 
from Nevotex completes the picture of a very elegant and 
durable chair for the quiet corner of the home or keep it like 
the one chair you allow to have in the room

Designer:
Pia Würtz Mogensen & Thomas Steffensen

Dimensions:
80 x 57 x 52 cm

Item number:
20006

Seat & back:
Margrethe wool from Nevotex

Construction:
metal frame

Colours:
aubergine red

green

ocean blue

stone grey

previous next
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TEDDY
lounge chair by Steffensen & Würtz

 If you want a room inside the room, Teddy invites you to 
enter its cave of horizontal comfortable cool lines. Here you 
can rest and concentrate, be with others and yet alone.

Designer:
Pia Würtz Mogensen & Thomas Steffensen

Dimensions:
77 x 71 x 65 cm

Base:
Ash wood wash white

Frame:
Bent wood

Seat:
Plywood

Item number:

19028

 Upholstery:  Green Mina fabric

19088

 Upholstery:  White Copenhagen fabric

previous next
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WOODPECKER
dining chair by Jacob Amtorp

Woodpecker show us something new, fresh, elegant, free. 
Even with the light appearance it is still strong. 

Look at the combination of the strict lines and the soft and 
circular comfortable seat upholstered with EcoLeather. 

Appealing to the user who want to show nerve and love of 
design in the home or in the conference roomthe avant-
garde Scandinavian expression

Designer:
Jacob Amtorp

Dimensions:
79 x 58 x 53 cm

Item number:

19008

 Frame: white oak

 Seat: eco leather FA017-8MC

19009

 Frame: black stain beech wood

 Seat: eco leather FA018-2MC

19082

 Frame: burned honey white oak

 Seat: eco leather FA017-8MC 

19089

 Frame: burned honey white oak

 Seat: black real leather

19091

 Frame: black stain beech wood

 Seat: black real leather

previous next
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WOODPECKER
barstool by Jacob Amtorp

Woodpecker show us something new, fresh, elegant, free. 
Even with the light appearance it is still strong. 

Look at the combination of the strict lines and the soft and 
circular comfortable seat upholstered with EcoLeather. 

Appealing to the user who want to show nerve and love of 
design in the home or in the conference roomthe avant-
garde Scandinavian expression

Designer:
Jacob Amtorp

Dimensions:
 76 x 52,5 x 52,5 cm

Item number:

20001

 Frame: white oak

 Seat: eco leather FA017-8MC

20002

 Frame: black stain beech wood

 Seat: eco leather FA018-2MC

20003

 Frame: black stain beech wood

 Seat: black real leather

previous next
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EVERY
dining chair by Studio FEM

Designer:
Anders Engholm & Sarah Cramer

Dimensions:
74 x 54 x 49 cm

Frame: Solid ash

Item number:

20020

 Colour: Natural

20031

 Colour: Black

20032

 Colour: Blue

20033

 Colour: Red

previous next
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PIPPI
dining chair by CPH Designers

With such a slim and simple table design all detail is visible, 
but then all beautiful detail is also visible. The devil rests 
in the detail. This version of the table is specifically cut out 
for restaurant and conference rooms where it can suit any 
room and practically any chair. Of course, the Pippi dining 
chair suits the Pippi table, but its elegant swan neck, many 
possibilities for seat cover and slightly stack ability, it can be 
dressed up to suit the picky private customers home as well 
as the restaurant or conference. 

Designer:
Stine Prang

Dimensions:
81 x 53 x 52 cm

Item number:

20024

 Seat: MEG velvet

 Back: Bentwood with wild oak veneer/natural oil

 Frame: Chrome metal tube 

20026

 Seat: MEG velvet

 Back: Bentwood with wild oak veneer/black stain

 Frame: Black powder coating metal tube

previous next
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SPIKEY
dining chair by CPH Designers

Despite the industrial and almost masculine expression and 
line in this dining chair, it is combined with the soft curve in 
the solid back and the detail of the front of the back, that 
makes sure the meeting between the table and chair will 
happen in the greatest of understandings. 

High class are words that comes to your mind when 
exploring this long lasting design.

Designer:
Stine Prang

Dimensions:
84 x 56 x 51 cm

Item number:

20028 - without armrest

 Seat: bentwood w/ normal foam + Microfiber Leather

 Back: walnut solid wood 

 Frame: 1.8mmT Stainless Steel shiny look 

20029 - with armrest

 Seat: bentwood w/ normal foam + Microfiber Leather

 Back: walnut solid wood  

 Frame: 1.8mmT Stainless Steel shiny look

previous next
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RYLLE
lounge chair by Anders Zeeb 

In Greenland, friendship means a lot, sometimes even 
the difference between life and death. The inspiration for 
this lounge is from the designer’s best friend whose best 
moments of life was when sailing into the bottom of the 
Nuuk fjord to hunt and thus the seat is shaped like the ocean 
wave.

Designer:
Anders Zeeb

Dimensions:
67 x 80 x 56 cm

Item number:

20015 - Natural oil finish

 Seat/back: bentwood with PU upholstery

 Frame: solid white oak

20036 - Black finish

 Seat/back: bentwood with PU upholstery

 Frame: solid white oak

previous next
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APU
lounge chair by  Anders Zeeb

The Greenland chairs are designed with inspiration from the 
very original tradition of Greenland, Ulo knife which is the 
traditional woman’s knife has with the special shaped handle 
served the inspiration to the characteristic looking back. 

You can almost sense the nature in every curve and line from 
the sea to the rock, snow, and ice cap.

Designer:
Anders Zeeb

Dimensions:
77 x 80 x 52 cm

Item number:

19062 - Natural

 Seat/back: Bentwood with real leather upholstery

 Frame: Solid ash, stainless steel

19093 - Black

 Seat/back: Bentwood with real leather upholstery

 Frame: Solid ash, matt black metal

previous next
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NAYA
dining chair by Anders Zeeb 

The Greenland chairs are designed with inspiration from the 
very original tradition of Greenland, Ulo knife which is the 
traditional woman’s knife has with the special shaped handle 
served the inspiration to the characteristic looking back. 

You can almost sense the nature in every curve and line from 
the sea to the rock, snow, and ice cap. 

Designer:
Anders Zeeb

Dimensions:
76 x 56 x 52 cm

Item number:

19061 - Natural

 Seat/back: Bentwood with real leather upholstery

 Frame: Solid ash, stainless steel

19092 - Black

 Seat/back: Bentwood with real leather upholstery

 Frame: Solid ash, matt black metal
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MADAME & MONSIEUR
dining chair by NODE

Charming combination of the Scandinavian design language 
with the rattan material that speaks the language of nature. 
This chair works well in the modern home showing both 
feminine and masculine attitude through material and 
shape. Use it in the restaurant or café and show the casual, 
natural yet pure and simple expression. Add on the armrest 
to Madame and Monsieur appears before your eyes.

Designer:
Bertil Stam

Dimensions:
84 x 52 x 49 cm

Item number:

20016

 Seat/Back: ash wood + natural rattan

 Frame: brushed stainless steel 

 Dimensions: 84 x 52 x 49 cm

20017

 Seat/Back: black stain ash wood + natural rattan

 Frame: metal powder coating 

 Dimensions: 84 x 52 x 49 cm

20018 - with handles

 Seat/Back: black stain ash wood + natural rattan

 Frame: metal powder coating

 Dimensions: 84 x 58 x 49 cm

previous next
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MOTO
bench by MONEWMENT

Everybody simply needs to touch these wonderful waves, so 
soft, so hard. So strict the design, so nice the wavy lines that 
breaks up the strictness. 

Like a Viking that carry the sea within himself, so does Moto 
give you the extraordinary experience with the solid oak 
waves and the strong legs that supports them..

Designer:
Mette Capersen & Oliver Ejlersen

Dimensions:
45 x 40 x 110 cm

Item number:
20014

Seat/back:
with solid white oak

Frame:
solid white oak legs

previous next

all models
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PIPPI
dining table by CPH Designers

With such a slim and simple table design all detail is visible, 
but then all beautiful detail is also visible. The devil rests 
in the detail. This version of the table is specifically cut out 
for restaurant and conference rooms where it can suit any 
room and practically any chair. Of course, the Pippi dining 
chair suits the Pippi table, but its elegant swan neck, many 
possibilities for seat cover and slightly stack ability, it can be 
dressed up to suit the picky private customers home as well 
as the restaurant or conference. 

Designer:
Stine Prang

Dimensions:
74 x 90 x 180 cm

Frame:
aluminium + metal tube/black powder coating

Item number:

20022 

 Table top: MDF + oak veneer/solid oak edging

20023 

 Table top: plywood + Forbo linoleum

previous next
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WOODPECKER
dining table by Jacob Amtorp

Woodpecker show us something new, fresh, elegant, free. 
Even with the light appearance it is still strong. 

Look at the combination of the strict lines and the soft and 
circular comfortable seat upholstered with EcoLeather. 

Appealing to the user who want to show nerve and love of 
design in the home or in the conference roomthe avant-
garde Scandinavian expression.

Designer:
Jacob Amtorp

Dimensions:
74 x 110 x 110-170 cm

Item number:

20004 - White oil finish

 Table top: MDF + oak veneer natural, butterfly extensions

 Material: white oak 

20005 - Black stain  finish

 Table top: MDF + oak veneer black, butterfly extensions

 Material: white oak 

20037 - White oil finish

 Table top: Plywood + oak veneer; Butterfly extensions

 Material: white oak

20038 - Black stain  finish

 Table top: Plywood + oak veneer; Butterfly extensions

 Material: white oak

previous next
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MOTO
coffee table by MONEWMENT

Everybody simply needs to touch these wonderful waves, so 
soft, so hard. So strict the design, so nice the wavy lines that 
breaks up the strictness. 

Like a Viking that carry the sea within himself, so does Moto 
give you the extraordinary experience with the solid oak 
waves and the strong legs that supports them..

Designer:
Mette Capersen & Oliver Ejlersen

Dimensions:
32 x 73 x 73 cm

Item number:

20011

 Table top: 8mm terrazzo + plywood

 Frame: solid white oak legs  

20012

 Table top: 8mm terrazzo + solid white oak

 Frame: solid white oak legs  

20013

 Table top: solid white oak

 Frame: solid white oak legs 

previous next
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LUNA
side table by Steffensen & Würtz

Luna gives you the strict and proud solitude look that frames 
the room with the tranquility and simplicity. Margrethe Wool 
from Nevotex completes the picture of a very elegant and 
durable chair for the quiet corner of the home or keep it like 
the one chair you allow to have in the room.

Designer:
Pia Würtz Mogensen & Thomas Steffensen

Dimensions:
51 x 55 x 55 cm

Item number:

20008 - without tray

 Frame: metal frame, power coating

20009

 Frame: metal frame, power coating

 Tray: bentwood/natural oak veneer with natural rattan

20010

 Frame: metal frame, power coating

 Tray: bentwood/black stained oak veneer with stainless steel   
            mesh sheet/brass

previous next
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NOVEMBER
coat hanger by Studio FEM

Like the autumn trees the November coat stand is raising 
its naked branches towards the sky. Erect and stoically it is 
carrying the weight of the coats as long and adopted leaves. 
The stool that seems to be bending the knee to make an 
energetic jump to get a little attention, is ready to serve a seat 
to you whilst taking of or putting on your shoes.

Designer:
Anders Engholm & Sarah Cramer

Dimensions:
165 x 50 x 50 cm

Item number:
20021 - Natural

 Material: Solid ash+ stainless steel with brass color

20034 - Walnut

 Material: Solid ash+ stainless steel with brass color

previous next

all models



NEY NOIR
cabinet by NODE

Black Industrial supreme cabinet with metal mesh doors, 
open and yet closed, secretive but revealing glimpses and 
shapes of your belongings inside. A robust alternative to 
a more classic glass cabinet. Here it is combined with the 
practical drawers mounted with gliders underneath each 
drawer and the special hinges for the rounded doors. We are 
developing a couple of other items for the Ney Noir range.

Designer:
NODE

Dimensions:
90 x 160 x 45 cm

Item number:
19029

Table top:
MDF with red oak veneer and melamine for inside, 

Frame:
matt black stain wooden frame & handle / sanded finish 

Note: drawer length is 800mm.

previous next
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OVERLAP
cabinet by CPH Designers

Cabinet Special yet classic, the cabinet fits into every young 
or mature home, but still shows such details that you are 
never in doubt, someone made some thought about this 
cabinet. The overlapping glass doors gives name to the 
cabinet, creating a surprising new pattern or color where 
the two doors meet, like people forming a third space whilst 
meeting.

Designer:
CPH Designers

Dimensions:
133 x 95 x 40 cm

Item number:
20030

Colour:
WOCA white oil 

Display cabinet material: 
MDF with white oak veneer, ripped glass, steel frame

previous next
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EGO
wall mirror by Nicoline Cecilie 

Vestergaard & Matilde Enemark

This extraordinary mirror comes not only with beauty, but 
with several functions. Outside covered with the elegant and 
70% recycled Wooly from Nevotex where the sewing pattern 
underlines the half and full moon expression. 

Use this as a pin board or close the door and just show a 
calm and graphic expression when the mirror is not in use. 
Behind the front you will find the magnetic board with the 
nice special designed magnets covered in the same wool 
material. 

For the 3 leaved version, the middle part offers a board on 
which you can write the instant notes and delete just as 
instantly. Mount the mirror left or right as you please. Extra 
magnets can be delivered as a side item.

Designer:
Nicoline Cecilie Vestergaard & Matilde Enemark

Dimensions:
3 x 80 x 80 cm

Item number:
19074

Construction:
Metal frame, wool fabric upholstery, silver mirror
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BLAD
vase by Made by Bent

The vase makes a complete hallway for decoration, but no 
reason to limit yourselves with this nice item that goes well 
in a series of 4 as well, use it in every room where you see the 
opportunity.

Designer:
Lasse Sundgaard

Dimensions:
20 x 10 x 10 cm

Item number:

19053

Material: 
Oak veneer 

19054

Material: 
Walnut veneer

Note: there is glass vase inside
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MUSHROOM F1
floor lamp by Lampemager

Now here is much more to what meets the eye with 
Mushroom. The lamps almost grows out of the concrete 
foot that holds the slim and almost fairy like oak stem that is 
crowned with the white shade that fulfils the impression. 

The LED lamp has a dim function is discretely placed at the 
foot of all table lamps and with the brass detail on top of the 
floor lamp just below the shade. 

All table lamps have USB charge ports and for phones 
prepared for wireless charge, you can just place your phone 
on the foot and it is automatically charged.

Designer:
Klaus Lund Sørensen

Dimensions:
146 x 24 x 25 cm

Item number:
19059

Materials:
Solid oak, concrete, plastic shade

Bulb:
LED

Colour:

natural
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MUSHROOM BS1
table lamp by Lampemager

Now here is much more to what meets the eye with 
Mushroom. The lamps almost grows out of the concrete 
foot that holds the slim and almost fairy like oak stem that is 
crowned with the white shade that fulfils the impression. 

The LED lamp has a dim function is discretely placed at the 
foot of all table lamps and with the brass detail on top of the 
floor lamp just below the shade. 

All table lamps have USB charge ports and for phones 
prepared for wireless charge, you can just place your phone 
on the foot and it is automatically charged.

Designer:
Klaus Lund Sørensen

Dimensions:
33 x 23 x 15 cm

Item number:
19056

Materials:
Solid oak, concrete, plastic shade

Bulb:
LED

Colour:

natural
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MUSHROOM T1
table lamp by Lampemager

Now here is much more to what meets the eye with 
Mushroom. The lamps almost grows out of the concrete 
foot that holds the slim and almost fairy like oak stem that is 
crowned with the white shade that fulfils the impression. 

The LED lamp has a dim function is discretely placed at the 
foot of all table lamps and with the brass detail on top of the 
floor lamp just below the shade. 

All table lamps have USB charge ports and for phones 
prepared for wireless charge, you can just place your phone 
on the foot and it is automatically charged.

Designer:
Klaus Lund Sørensen

Dimensions:
43 x 21 x 22 cm

Item number:
19057

Materials:
Solid oak, concrete, plastic shade

Bulb:
LED

Colour:

natural
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MUSHROOM T2
table lamp by Lampemager

Now here is much more to what meets the eye with 
Mushroom. The lamps almost grows out of the concrete 
foot that holds the slim and almost fairy like oak stem that is 
crowned with the white shade that fulfils the impression. 

The LED lamp has a dim function is discretely placed at the 
foot of all table lamps and with the brass detail on top of the 
floor lamp just below the shade. 

All table lamps have USB charge ports and for phones 
prepared for wireless charge, you can just place your phone 
on the foot and it is automatically charged.

Designer:
Klaus Lund Sørensen

Dimensions:
37 x 21 x 25 cm

Item number:
19058

Materials:
Solid oak, concrete, plastic shade

Bulb:
LED

Colour:

natural
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RAIL 110
ceiling lamp by Lampemager

Functional LED ceiling pendant that leaves a both soft and 
hard expression in one single lamp. Adds classical and cool 
charm to the office, kitchen or any room where you place it.

Designer:
Klaus Lund Sørensen

Dimensions:
110 x 14 x 3 cm

Item number:
19055

Materials:
concrete

Bulb:
LED

Colour:

natural
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CATALOGUE 2020

If you miss some of the beauties from our first catalogue, do 
not despair, most of it is still available for mass production. 

You can find the previous catalogue in our homepage 

www.cadotdesign.com 

or make a request on 

info@leekehome.com

http://www.cadotdesign.com  
mailto:info%40leekehome.com?subject=Shanghai%202020
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